A generalization of an abstract family of languages--abstract family of relations (AFR)--is introduced and its special cases are considered. The properties of AFR's and their special cases and their relation to abstract families of languages are studied. Many known formal schemes for description of language translations are shown to define AFRs. As an application of the concept of AFR, it is shown that the class of mappings defined by any finitely encodable abstract family of transducers can be generated from a single language over a 2-letter alphabet by pairs of finite state transductions.
INTRODUCTION
Languages can be considered as a special case (n = 1) of n-ary relations, i.e., sets of n-tuples of words over n finite alphabets. This fact led to the introduction of n-tape automata-accepting relations [6, 9, 10, 15, 19] and n-ary grammar-generating relations [7] . Particularly, binary relations or their interpretation as translations were studied in [2-5, 8, 18] because of their importance as theoretical models of compilers.
Recently abstract families of languages (AFL), abstract families of acceptors and abstract families of transducers were introduced [11] and they have been intensively studied. The study of such abstract families of languages and devices enables us to unify and extend the theory and to obviate the need to rederive some common properties separately for different families.
We can observe (see the examples in the last section) that almost all known formal schemes for description of relations (e.g., various transducers, n-tape automata, syntax-directed translations, and n-ary grammars) define families of relations which satisfy similar properties as AFL's. It seems natural, therefore, to introduce the notion of an abstract family of relations (AFR) as a family of relations satisfying these properties and to study them.
An n-AFR is a family of n-ary relations on words closed under union, product and restricted iteration, as relational operations, and under the operations of E-free homomorphism, inverse homomorphism and restriction to a regular set applied to each component of the relation independently.
Before completing this paper the author received a preprint of a paper by O. H. Ibarra [17] which has the same basic idea. In [17] , families of binary relations closed under six operations equivalent to ours plus one additional operation (segmentation) are considered and called abstract families of translations. Some results from [17] are used here, and in Section 3 a special class of AFR which is identical to full abstract families of translations is considered.
In Section 2 some basic notions and notations are recalled. In Section 3 an (full) AFR is defined and some of its basic properties are mentioned. Then three special types of full AFR are defined--a principal AFR, which is an AFR generated by AFR-operations from a single relation; a homomorphism-simple AFR, which is an AFR generated by an n-tuple of homomorphisms from an AFL; and a transduction-simple AFR, which is an AFR generated by finite transductions (see [9] ) from a single language. Their interrelationships--results of their compositions or applications (in the binary case) as mappings on AFL--are studied.
In Section 3, the preceding results together with results from [12] and [17] are used to obtain a characterization of translations defined by abstract families of transducers (see [11, 17] ). For example, it is shown that the family of translations defined by any finitely encodable family of transducers can be generated by finite transductions from a language over a two-letter alphabet.
Finally, a number of examples of different types of AFR's are given. If R C Z'I* x -" x 27,~*, then the domain (range) of R, written dom 9~ (ran ~) is the language {Ul : (Ux, u2 .... , un) ~ R} ({un :(Ul, uz ,..., Un)~ R}). If~ is a family of relations then dora ~ = {dora R : R 6 ~}, ran ~ = {ran R : R 6 ~}.
Let R C271" • "--x S,y,*, Q C AI* x "'" x An*, m, n ~ 1, m q-n >/3; then the Pierce-product of R and Q is the (m + n --2)-ary relation If ~ is closed under arbitrary homomorphism, then ~ is called a full n-AFR.
In [9] the n-tape nondeterministic finite automata are considered and the relations defined by them are called transductions.
An n-tape nondeterministic finite automaton is an ordered quadruple M= (S, v, s 0, D), where S is a finite nonempty set of states, v is a finite subset of S X (z~*) n X S, S 0 is an initial state, and D is a subset of S (final states). The relation accepted by M is defined in the usual way.
A transduction is called e-free if it is accepted by an automaton with v C S X (Z+) n • S. A binary transduction is called input (output) e-free if it is accepted by an automaton withvCS xZ + xZ* X S(vCS xZ* xZ + X S).
Clearly, the following generalization of Theorem 2.1 of [11] holds for a family of relations (cf. also [21] ).
LEMMA 1. Let ~ be a family of relations. The closure of ~ under component operations, i.e., under (e-free) homomorphism with respect to each component, inverse homomorphism with respect to each component, and under restriction to regular sets is equivalent to the closure of ~ under (output e-free) transductions with respect to each component.
Several results known for AFL's can be generalized for AFR's and proved without much difficulty. Also, it is easy to show some other results which are specific for families of relations. We shall state some of these results without proof (for more detailed treatment, see [20] ). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let ~ be a full AFR (an AFR). Then the family of (e-free) n-ary transductions is included in 8.

(R).
In [17] it is shown that H~(~W) is a full AFR for a full AFL ~r This result obviously generalises for any n and we will show that also for an AFL which is not necessarily full.
THEOREM 1. If ~ is an AFL then Hn(oW) is a full AFR for n >/ 1.
Proof. If ~a is an AFL, then HI(~ ) is clearly a full AFL. Moreover, Hn(~_W ) = nn(n(~)).
Thus by [17] , n(~r is a full AFR. Now we show that the family of relations generated from an AFL by transductions is the same as the family of relations generated by homomorphisms. The result follows since H,(~) is a full AFR by Theorem 1. Now we will generalize the notion of a principal AFL [12] . A principal AFR will be a family of relations generated by AFR-operations from a single relation.
DEFINITION. For each family of n-dry relations ~, let G(~) (G(~)) be the smallest (full) AFR containing ~. Clearly, for each ~, G(~) and G(~) exist.
If ~ ~--G({R}) (~ ----~({R))), then ~ is called a (full) prindpal AFR. We write simply G(R), ~(R), instead of G({R)) and G({R}).
Each AFR which is full and principal is clearly full principal.
Note. A (full) principal AFL is a (full) principal unary AFR. It is possible to generalize the known result for AFL [12] and to show that each finitely generated (full) AFR is (full) principal (see [20] ).
The next lemma is an auxiliary result in proving a representation theorem for full AFR's (see the representation of AFL's in [12] ). 
. Let S C~I* • "'" • X,n* and c, d are not in (Jl<i<nZi" Then the family of n-dry relations T((S(c+d)["])*) (or more precisely T((S({c)+{d))["l)*)) is a full n-AFR.
Proof. Since transductions are closed under composition [9] , the family is closed under component operations by Lemma 1.
Let R = [r 1 ..
.. , r~](S(c+d)[~]) * and Q = [ql ,..., q~](S(c+d)['*]) * where ri, qi are binary transductions for i-= 1, 2,..., n. Let X = (~l<i~n Zi and a, fl be homomorphisms on (2J ~3 {c, d})* defined by a(a) = a for a e Z k3 {d}, o~(c) ~ cc, fl(a) --a for a E X, fi(c) = cc and fi(d) = cd.
We will modify transductions ri , qi by applying homomorphisms a, fl on their first components, and then we will construct new transductions from them. 
.. tnb](S(c+d)[n]) * and R* --[tl c ..... tnc](S(c+d)[n]) *.
Thus the family is closed under k3, 9 and * and it is a full AFR.
THEOREM 2. Let ~ be a full principal n-AFR generated by the relation R, i.e., ~ ~(R). Let R C ZI* • -" • Z,* and c, d be new symbols, i.e., c, d (s (Jl<i<n Zi. Then :~ = T((R(c+d)['*])*).
Proof. Let S = (R(c+d)[n]) *.
By Proposition 1 (c+d) [~] is in ~(R) and therefore S is in G(R). Thus T(S) C ~(R).
It is easy to construct a transduction t such that R = [t, t,..., t]S. Therefore R E T(S). By Lemma 3, T(S) is a full AFR. Thus G(R) C T(S).
Now we introduce the last two special types of AFR's.
DEFINITION. An n-AFR ~2 is called homomorphism-simple (h-simple) if there exists an AFL ~qo such that ~ ----Hn(C~).
An n-AFR ~ is called transduction-simple (t-simple) if there exists a languageL such that ~ = Tn(L ).
6ULfK II
Note that by Theorem 1 each h-simple AFR is full. In [17] it is shown that for n = 2 the h-simple AFR's are precisely the so-called full abstract families of translations. In our terminology these are the full AFR's that are closed under an additional operation of segmentation.
The next result shows a necessary and sufficient condition for an AFR to be t-simple.
THEOREM 3. Let ~ be an AFR. Then ~ is t-simple if and only if it is full principal and h-simple.
Proof. Let 
.., h,]L) = T,(L) and ~ is t-simple.
We close this section by showing that both h-simplicity and t-simplicity of translations (2-AFR's) are preserved under composition and that the class of principal AFL's is closed under t-simple translations. First we need an auxiliary result which will be useful also in the last section. 
AFR's DEFINED BY TRANSDUCERS AND BY OTHER TRANSLATIONS SCHEMES
Now we shall study the family of translations (binary relations) defined by transducers. We shall use the notions of an abstract family of acceptors (AFA) and their finite encodability as defined in [I 1] and [12] , respectively, without repeating the definitions here. The definition of an abstract family of transducers was first given in [1 I] without considering accepting states. The following form is from [17] .
DEFINITION. An abstract family of (one-way nondeterminist ic ) transducers (AFTR) is a pair (D, ~--) or ~Y-when ~ is understood, with the following properties:
(1) g2 is as defined in an AFA. (7), (p, u, y) is in 3(q, a, ~) and f(),, u) ----~/. Let ~-be the reflexive-transitive closure of ~---. The binary relation defined by M is the set {(x, y) : (x, y) e li* • 272*, (q0, x, E, ~) ~-(q, E, r y) for some q in F}.
DEFINITION. An AFTR (/2i, Y> is said to be finitely encodable iff there is a finitely encodable AFR (~22,9) such that D i = g2~.
Using results from [12] and [17] we show a necessary and sufficient condition for AFTR to define a t-simple AFR. THEOREM 5. Each AFTR f defines a h-simple AFR which is t-simple if and only if 9"-isfinitely encodable.
Proof. By Theorem 3.3 in [17] 3-defines a h-simple AFRO. Therefore ----Hn(LP) for some full AFL 5r By Lemma 4 H,~(~) is t-simple iff 5r is full principal. By [17] s is the full AFL defined by the AFA d associated to ~-'. By [12] aLP is principal iff d is finitely encodable. (1) nondeterministic finite state transducers [11] , (2) one-way nondeterministic one-counter transducers [16] , (3) push-down transducers [15] , (4) one-way nondeterministic stack transducers [13] , (5) one-way nondeterministic nested stack transducers [1] , (6) Turing transducers. EXAMPLE 2. Let the family of translations (binary relations) defined by syntax directed transduction schemes [18] be denoted by SDT. We shall show that the SDT is a full AFR but is not h-simple (is not an AFT in the terminology of [17] ). Therefore, by Theorem 4, there does not exist an AFTR defining the SDT.
There exist, however, two other equivalent characterizations of the SDT. In [3] a device called a push-down assembler is introduced and is shown to be capable of performing exactly the translations of the SDT. In [7] , binary grammars are considered which generate relations in three different ways. In [8] the family of relations fi-generated by context-free binary grammars (class R~. 2 in [7] ) is shown to be equal to the SDT. By [8] , R~. 2 (= SDT) is closed under set union, product and iteration and is also closed under composition with finite transductions from both sides. Therefore, the SDT is a full AFR. In [7] it is shown that the family of domains of the SDT is the family of (all) context-free languages. In Example 1 another full AFR with the same family of domains was shown, namely, the AFR defined by pushdown transducers. This family was presented to be h-simple and by [3] it is properly included in the SDT. Since an h-simple AFR is obviously uniquely determined by its family of domains, the SDT is not h-simple. EXAMPLE 3. In [8] the following families of translations (binary relations) are shown to be closed under set union, product, and iteration. They are also closed under composition with input E-free finite transductions from right and output E-free finite transductions from left, but not under arbitrary finite transductions from both sides. Therefore, they are AFR's but not full AFR's and, of course, also not h-simple or t-simple AFR's. (5) relations c~-generated by context-sensitive binary grammars (class R~.I) [8] .
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